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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we have designed the digital filter based on rectangular Window function using ANN. Firstly we
have designed the 10th order digital filter based on rectangular Window function then calculate the coefficient of
designed filter.We have normalized the frequency and designed filter at frequency ranges 0.03 to 0.99 Hz. Then
we calculated the coefficients of filter at these different frequencies. Some data group of coefficients is used to
train the neural network, designed using generalized regression algorithm and rest data are used to test the input
to neural network. The output corresponding to test input is approximate equal to frequency corresponding to
calculated coefficients using FDA tool. The optimization of this neural network model has been done using
generalized regression algorithm.
KEYWORDS: Finite Impulse Response (FIR),Low-pass filter(LPF), Cutoff frequency, Multilayer
Percecptron(MLP) ANN, GRNN, FDA TOOL.

INTRODUCTION
A filter is essentially a system or network that selectively changes the wave shape amplitude - frequency and or
phase - frequency characteristics of a signal in a desired manner[6]. Common filtering objectives are to improve
the quality of a signal, to extract information from signals or to separate two or more signals[4]. The
implementation of FIR filter having based on three terms: the cutoff frequency ωc, the filter order(N) and the
window size.The order of filter determine the width of transition.Higher order of filter gives the sharp cutoff in
frequency response[1]. A digital filter is a mathematical algorithm implementation in hardware and/or software
that operates on a digital input signal to produce a digital output signal for the purpose of achieving a filtering
objective.Filter designing is the process of transformation of input sequence to obtain desired output sequence.
Filter designing process can be described as an optimization problem where each requirement terms to an error
function which should be minimized. Digital filter are of two types, finite impulse response (FIR) filter and infinite
impulse response (IIR) filter. In this paper the concept ofArtificial Neural Network is to find the recursive
coefficients that define the filter transfer function. In this research work, DSP and neural networks were combined
to produce an excellent algorithm for digital filter design. In the previous work, the FIR filter was designed by
least square method and frequency sampling method.
A simplified block diagram of a real-time digital filter, with analog input and output signal is as shown in Figure1
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Figure. 1. Block Diagram of a Digital Filter
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ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear data driven self-adaptive approach as opposed to the traditional
model based methods. They are powerful tools for modelling, especially when the underlying data relationship is
unknown. ANNs can identify and learn correlated patterns between input data sets and corresponding target
values. After training, ANNs can be used to predict the outcome of new independent input data.The common
implementation of ANN has multiple inputs, weight associated with each input, a threshold that determine if the
neuron should fire, an activation function that determine the output and mode of operation.
Multilayer PerceptronThe most popular form of neural network architecture is the multilayer perceptron (MLP).
A multilayer perceptron has any number of inputs, one or more hidden layers with any number of units. It uses
linear combination functions in the input layers, generally sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layers. The
Multilayer Perceptron allows establishing decision regions which are much more complex than the two semi
planes generated by the Perceptron. The general structure of a neural network has three types of layers that are
interconnected input layer, one or more hidden layers and output layer as shown in Figure2.

Figure 2. Architecture of MLP

METHODOLOGY
DESIGN FIR FILTER USING WINDOW METHOD
To design a filter means to select the coefficients such that the system has specific characteristics. The required
characteristics are stated in filter specifications. Most of the time filter specifications refer to the frequency
response of the filter. The three most popular design methods are linear phase method, least square method and
window method. FIR filters can also be designed from a frequency response specification. The equivalent sampled
impulse response, which determines the coefficients of the FIR filter can then be found by inverse (discrete)
Fourier transformation.The windowing method requires minimum amount of computational effort; so window
method is simple to implement. For the given window, the maximum amplitude of ripple in the filter response is
fixed. Thus the stop band attenuation is fixed in the given window, but there are some drawbacks also of this
method. The design of fir filter is not flexible. The frequency response of fir filter shows the convolution of
spectrum of window function &desired frequency response because of this; the pass band & stop band edge
frequency cannot be precisely specified. In this work rectangular window method is used.
FILTER DESIGN USING FDA TOOlBOX IN MATLAB
In fdatool, first select the type of filter either low pass, high pass, band pass or band stop filter. Then select the
filter on the basis of impulse response either IIR filter or FIR filter. Then decide the method for filter designing
either equiripple, least square or window method. Then select the window and the order of filter. In frequency
specification decide the unit and its value. Then after design the filter. First it shows the magnitude response graph
and in analysis it change with many other different parameterThe order of filter for all windows is set to any
value. Here the normalized frequency (0 to 1) is used as input and filter coefficients h(n) as output. Starting input
from 0.03 to 0.99, design the filter using fdatool and find the filter coefficients. Due to this range of input the
http: // www.ijesrt.com
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input output dataset are 33. Export filter coefficients h(n) to MATLAB workspace. These are dataset of input and
output.
Table 2: Result from fdatool for train input

Table 2: Result from fdatool for test input
h(n)
(Train input)
h(0)
0.325
0.655

h(1)
0.326
0.656

h(2)
0.327
0.657

h(3)
0.328
0.658

h(4)
0.329
0.659

h(5)
0.33
0.66

h(6)
0.329
0.659

h(7)
0.328
0.658

h(8)
0.327
0.657

h(9)
0.326
0.656

Cutoff
frequency
(Target)
h(10)
Fc
0.325
0.33
0.655
0.66

Table 5.3: Simulation result from nntool for test input
h(n)
(Train input)
h(0)
0.325
0.655

h(1)
0.326
0.656

h(2)
0.327
0.657

h(3)
0.328
0.658

h(4)
0.329
0.659

h(5)
0.33
0.66

h(6)
0.329
0.659

h(7)
0.328
0.658

h(8)
0.327
0.657

h(9)
0.326
0.656

Cutoff
frequency
(Target)
h(10)
Fc
0.325
0.3464
0.655
0.6672

In table1, there is input output dataset for training the neural network. These dataset are derived from fdatool
when designing the FIR filter. There are total 31 dataset in table 5.1. In the left hand side filter coefficients as a
input data and in right hand side there is cut off frequency as in fdatool data. In table 2, there is input output
dataset for testing the neural network. These dataset are also derived from fdatool. In table 3, there is simulation
result from nntool which is closed to the result from fdatool.
http: // www.ijesrt.com
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RESULT

According to the table 1, there are 33 samples of input output dataset. These dataset are derived from fdatool. In
the neural network, this input output dataset working as the training dataset. According the Table 2, (Result from
fdatool) For the test input h(n), the output fc is 0.33 & 0.66. This result is deduced from filter designing tool.
According to the table 3: (Simulation result from nntool) the output for the same test input h(n) is 0.3464 &
0.6672. This result is taken from neural network tool. So the results from nntool and fdatool are nearly same, and
by this process it can easily estimate the cut off frequency of any fir filter. In this experiment the accuracy is about
98.9%.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work, the design of 1-D FIR filter using different ANN model. The same idea can also be implemented for
2-D FIR filter.In this work, we used rectangular window technique, we can also use to different type of window
technique is used to denoise the ECG signal.The maximum accuracy in our work is about 99%. So for further
research the accuracy can quite improve.
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